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Abstract – Today, it is difficult for operators to detect compromised VMs in their data centers (DCs). Despite their benefits, the compromise detection systems operators offer are mostly unused. Operators are faced with a dilemma: allow VMs to remain unprotected, or mandate all customers use the compromise detection systems they provide. Neither is appealing: unprotected VMs can be used to attack other VMs. Many customers would view a mandate to use these detection systems as unacceptable due to privacy and performance concerns. Data from a production cloud show their compromise detection systems protect less than 5% of VMs.

PrivateEye is a scalable and privacy-preserving solution. It uses summaries of network traffic patterns obtained from the vSwitch, rather than installing binaries in customer VMs, introspection at the hypervisor, or packet captures. It addresses the challenge of protecting all VMs at DC-scale while preserving customer privacy and using low-signal data. We developed PrivateEye to meet the needs of production DCs. Evaluation on VMs of both internal and customer VM’s shows it has an area under the ROC curve – the graph showing the model’s true positive rate vs its false positive rate – of 0.96.

1 Introduction

Data center (DC) VMs today are largely unprotected – customers often don’t use the compromise detection systems operators offer [1–3]. These systems monitor processes, network traffic, and CPU and disk usage from inside the VM or through introspection at the hypervisor to detect if the VM is compromised. We refer to them as OBDs (operator-provided and introspection-based detectors). Customers are reluctant to use OBDs due to privacy and performance concerns. Operators can mandate all 1st-party VMs (those running the provider’s workloads) use OBDs but can’t require the same of their customers: our measurements of Azure reveal over 95% of VMs don’t use OBDs! Operators are thus limited to using non-intrusive methods that prevent VMs from being compromised (e.g., firewalls, ACLs, [4, 5]). But these techniques do not always detect attacks before they succeed (see §2) and without additional protections, VMs in the DC can become and remain compromised for a long time.

It is important to close this gap and protect all VMs. Compromised VMs can be used to attack the DC infrastructure, or another customer’s co-located VMs [6]. Operators need to be able to detect compromised VMs and protect all customers without needing their explicit permission or cooperation to do so. Our goal is to provide protection at DC scale while preserving customer privacy, without visibility into customer VMs and without extensive and expensive monitoring.

Figure 1: A VM’s flows before and after compromise. The numbers on the edges are port numbers.

Here lies an interesting challenge: OBDs monitor process execution, check binaries and VM logins [1–3, 7–12], but without such detailed information, what hope do we have? Two observations help tackle this problem. First, we can learn the behavior of common attackers using information collected from VMs where OBDs are deployed. Second, a VM’s flow patterns often change once it is compromised [13] e.g., the VM starts communicating with a command and control server (C&C), attempts to find and compromise other vulnerable VMs, or tries to attack the DC infrastructure. For example, Figure 1 shows a compromised VM discovered in Azure and its flow pattern before and after compromise. Our analysis of compromised VMs in Azure shows it is common to observe changes in network flow patterns when VMs are compromised. We expect our observations to be applicable to other providers’ DCs as well.

Others have tried using network data to detect compromised machines but their work doesn’t satisfy our scalability and privacy needs. Many studies [14–23] route traffic through middleboxes, rely on packet captures, or deep packet inspection (DPI) to extract features which are difficult, if not impossible, to gather through other means (e.g., packet payload). Continuous packet captures at scale come with prohibitive performance overheads and violate privacy by capturing application payloads. Packet captures contain personally identifiable information (PII), e.g., users’ IP addresses, with stringent usage requirements [24]. Routing through middleboxes limits scalability, results in single points of failure, adds latency, and reduces throughput [25].

We present PrivateEye, a compromise detection system that runs at DC scale. PrivateEye is tailored to detect common attackers targeting the cloud, runs continuously, and complies with GDPR mandates [24]. It avoids expensive data collection by using flow pattern summaries to detect compromised VMs. It uses OBDs’ detections on the VMs the operator can protect to learn the change in flow patterns of compromised VMs. Most OBD detections, which we use to train the model, are customer VMs (see §9), and so the learned model is expected to generalize to non-1st-party VMs: PrivateEye applies this model to all VMs in the DC. PrivateEye uses random forests (RFs), an interpretable, supervised, machine
learning (ML) model. These models generalize well and can infer, potentially complex, relationships in the input and are interpretable [26]. They often have higher accuracy compared to deployed heuristics (§4) while having similar performance overhead. PrivateEye leverages these properties to offer a practical solution for compromise detection at scale.

PrivateEye’s role is to monitor all VMs in the DC and narrow the search space of VMs that need to be investigated. It is designed to have accuracy comparable to OBDs. Once PrivateEye identifies a suspicious VM, operators can use other, more invasive, methods which require customer permission to confirm its detections before shutting down the VM or moving them into a sandbox (see §5).

PrivateEye uses detections from OBDs inside VMs running real workloads to learn the change in the network behavior of compromised VMs. Deployed OBDs (only 5% of VMs) provide PrivateEye with a continuous feed of detections: PrivateEye can identify changes in the attacker’s behavior as well as new attacks as it can be continuously retrained in the background. PrivateEye is one of the few systems that can leverage a continuous stream of detections. Attackers may attempt to avoid detection. Retraining may not be sufficient to detect all such attempts, but PrivateEye is still beneficial as it makes it harder for attackers to damage other VMs and the DC infrastructure: they would need to constantly modify their malware to avoid detection. Our contributions are:

1) Creating a scalable, privacy-preserving, compromise detection system that runs without needing customer permission. It operates without packet captures, without DPI, without fine-grained per-packet data, without using IP addresses, and without visibility into the VM.
2) Reporting on a deployment of PrivateEye’s collection agent (CA) that has been running on every host across all DCs of our cloud for two years. It collects network-level data by querying the vSwitch [27] co-located on the same host.
3) Addressing the practical challenges of extracting features from coarse-grained flow summaries [28]. We use a novel feature construction approach that allows the ML model to detect changes in a VM’s flow pattern while protecting customer privacy and keeping the feature vector small.
4) Evaluating PrivateEye using data from our public cloud as well as analyzing the model’s false and true positives, feature importance, and design tradeoffs using the same dataset.

Our evaluations on a mix of both our internal and customer VMs, running real workloads, and set aside for testing, shows PrivateEye detects ~ 96% of the compromised VMs detected by OBDs with only a modest 1% false positive rate. This true/false positive rate is acceptable for our needs.

2 We need DC-scale compromise detection

We first show the need for DC-scale compromise detection:

Cloud VMs are constantly under attack. Brute-force attacks continue to pose a threat to DCs. We show the distribution of the arrival rate of SSH login attempts by unauthorized users to VMs located in 3 major cloud providers and 4 different regions across the globe (Figure 2). We deployed 120 VMs in each provider’s DCs. We see VMs are subject to repeated login attempts and at least 3 VMs in each region experience at least one SSH login attempt per second (VMs in these experiments were monitored to ensure none of them are compromised). The time to discovery of a VM – the time from when it is deployed to the first SSH login attempt – is also short: many VMs are discovered in less than 15 minutes (Figure 3). VMs are under constant threat. This is not surprising but it serves to show we need constant monitoring of VMs in case any of these attempts succeed.

VMs do get compromised when customers are careless.

Customers may fail to use strong passwords – providers enforce them, but many users change these passwords afterwards. Such VMs are susceptible to brute-forcers. We created 100 of them in our DCs – we ensured they were not co-located with other VMs and monitored them to ensure they did not harm other VMs. We chose passwords from the top 30 of the 1000 most used passwords [29]. The minimum time to compromise – the time from when it was instantiated to when the first successful login occurred – was 5 minutes (password 12345678) with a maximum of 47 hours (password: baseball). These VMs did not have OBDs, and none of them were flagged by any other intrusion detection service.

Compromised VMs are used to attack other VMs. Many exploits require code to be co-located with the victim. Access to a VM in the cloud allows attackers to bypass ACLs and firewalls that only protect VMs from external attackers. Compromised VMs may attempt to compromise other VMs: in one day, our OBDs found 1637 VMs attempting SQL-injection attacks and 74 attempting brute-force login. While small compared to the massive scale of the DC, these numbers only describe those VMs with OBDs. The magnitude of the problem is much greater when scaled up to all VMs.

OBDs (during Jan-June 2018) showed 14% of alerts were VMs brute-forcing other VMs and 13.87% were VMs scan-
Table 1: Comparison of PrivateEye to deployed heuristic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PrivateEye</th>
<th>Heuristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of PrivateEye to deployed heuristic.

3 PrivateEye’s threat model

Our threat model is similar to other infrastructure services. We do not trust any VM (they can run arbitrary code). We assume we can trust the hypervisors, network, and hardware. PrivateEye relies on detections from OBDs deployed on a subset of VMs. We use this data as labels during training for the ML model. We assume this data cannot be faked, manipulated, or altered. We also assume OBDs can accurately detect when a VM is compromised. Specifically, we assume false positive/negatives rate of OBDs is sufficiently small – after all, they are accurate enough to be used to protect the provider’s 1st-party VMs which are critical to its business.

Malware can adapt its behavior in order to conceal malicious behavior. We assume OBDs adapt to such changes and re-training PrivateEye with their more recent detections can help it adapt to them as well (see §9). We assume many attackers do not discriminate between VMs that are protected by OBDs and those that are not: the same attackers that successfully compromise protected VMs can also (one can argue more easily) compromise others and by learning their behavior, through OBD detections, PrivateEye can protect other (unprotected) VMs in the DC from these attackers.

4 Simple heuristics are ineffective

Our operators have used insights from past OBD detections to build a rule-based solution. To motivate using ML, we compare PrivateEye to this strawman which was used to protect VMs without OBDs in our DCs. It encodes learnings from honeypots and past OBD detections to a per-VM score which measures the similarity of a VM’s flows to those attacking honeypots or past OBD detections. Metrics such as having more than 500 flows/sec to a port/IP, changing DNS servers, or too many DNS flows increase the score. The increase is weighted by the operators’ confidence in the signature.

This (strawman) heuristic identifies VMs engaged in brute-force or port-sweeping attacks accurately but rarely detects other compromises. We use the area under the ROC curve (ROC) – the graph that plots the true positive rate vs false positive rate of an algorithm – or AUC to measure accuracy. Higher AUCs indicate better accuracy. The heuristic has an AUC of 0.5 (PrivateEye’s is 0.96). Indeed, by only testing on port-sweeping VMs, the heuristic’s AUC increases to 0.69. Looking at its false positives, 10 legitimate VMs, spanning 3 Virtual Networks (V Nets), had scores above 10 (A VNet is a virtual network set up by a user to connect its VMs). Three of the VMs were in our canary VNet. Canaries continuously ping on port 10000 to check network connectivity: all of the VNet’s VMs had many flows to port 10000 which is why they all had high scores.

Figure 4: Comparing compromised VMs to VMs in their VNET. μ: average Bps of a VNet to each destination; σ: standard deviation. (a) Distribution of flows to VMs in the VNET. (b) Distribution of flows to IPs outside of the DC. (c) Temporal behavior.

(≥ 2). PrivateEye’s high AUC shows using ML with the right features helps avoid such false positives.

5 PrivateEye’s design requirements

Our design requirements for PrivateEye are:

GDPR compliance. The European law on data privacy (GDPR [24]) mandates any personally identifiable information (PII) should be tracked in case the customer wishes to inspect (or delete) it. Operators are required to answer customer requests within 48 hours and have two choices: join and tag data with metadata to be able to identify which customer it relates to or avoid storing any and all PII data. For example, a VM’s public IP (and the IPs it communicates with) has to be mapped to the customer’s account and stored with all network telemetry from their VM. Public IPs are dynamically allocated and would need to be tracked in time which can result in significant and unnecessary overhead.

Even without such customer requests, this data has to be deleted from all company data-stores after 30 days to avoid violations. GDPR makes it expensive to sustain solutions relying on PII data. PrivateEye relies on 10-minute flow pattern summaries and ignores specific IP addresses.

Low runtime overhead. PrivateEye should have low performance overhead, should be able to run at DC-scale, and shouldn’t interfere with ongoing traffic. Many, state-of-the-art, compromise detection systems have high performance overhead and cannot be used extensively in the cloud. For example, DPI (e.g., [15]) adds additional per-packet delays which prohibits serving traffic at line-rate (40 – 100 Gbps). Packets may be mirrored to dedicated middleboxes that can run DPI off the critical path but our experience with simi-
lar systems (e.g., EverFlow [30]) show they put significant load on the network and that they are hard to scale. We can re-implement DPI based solutions using new programmable switches [31] to improve performance, however, these solutions are not yet ready for production as packets need to be re-circulated [32] which prevents serving packets at line-rate.

**Detect malware in the wild.** Many past approaches observed malware in a sandbox to build behavioral signatures (e.g., [7]). Malware may change its behavior if it detects it is in a sandbox (e.g., [33]). OBD detections from production VMs provide a rich dataset about malware behavior in the wild which PrivateEye can learn from. PrivateEye uses this learned behavior to detect other instances of compromise.

**Ability to generalize.** Customers constantly bring up new VMs and shut-down old ones. We should not rely on learning from specific VMs or even customers. PrivateEye can generalize to VMs (and even customers) not in its training set: our evaluation test sets (see 8) comprises of customer and internal VMs and VNets that are never in the training set.

**Operate as a first line of defense.** OBDs use extensive monitoring. PrivateEye has a more restricted view of the VMs. It is used as a preliminary detector to avoid unnecessary penalty (OBD mandate) on a large number of customers. Its goal is to reduce monitoring overhead and operational complexity and to protect all VMs without needing customer permission until further investigation is necessary. Once it flags a VM as suspect, it can raise an alert to the customer to ask for permission to investigate the VMs further through other more invasive and expensive techniques at the operator’s disposal.

---

1These are only collected if the VM is suspected.
We can get accurate flow-summaries from the vSwitch. We use these insights when constructing features.

Anomaly detection and clustering approaches seem natural. The vSwitch (Linux) but also monitor irregular login behavior, system calls, etc. for all active flows. PrivateEye leverages this feature and many other parameters. Although OBDs are intrusive, the system as a whole meets our privacy requirements: Azure owns all 1st-party VMs, and the only 3rd-party VMs where we use OBDs are those where the customer has explicitly given permission. Note, customer OBDs are less common but, interestingly, despite their lower popularity most compromise detections are from these OBDs (see §9).

We hypothesize many compromised VMs exhibit similar flow-pattern changes to those compromised VMs that were detected by OBDs; because often attackers run attacks against IPs in the cloud irrespective of the services deployed behind those IPs or who owns them (non-targetted attacks §2). Our evaluations confirm this hypothesis as PrivateEye is tested on 1st-party VMs where we classify them according to the AS that owns them. The IPs exhibit increased deviations from this mean. Our manual analysis of their flow patterns showed noticeable changes in behavior after compromise. We omit most of this analysis due to space restrictions but show one example. We show (Figure 5) the flow pattern of a 1st-party VM before it was detected as being compromised (11:30 AM). We see the VM’s flow pattern change drastically from its, previously stable, normal behavior when we get closer to the time of detection. We use these insights when constructing features.

We can get accurate flow-summaries from the vSwitch with low overhead. The vSwitch [27] processes all packets of all flows to/from the VM and keeps simple, per-flow state (Table 2) for all active flows. PrivateEye leverages this feature to obtain accurate per-VM flow summaries (see §7.1).

Using OBDDs to create labeled data for training. PrivateEye is trained on data from VMs running OBDs. Our DCs run two types of OBDs: (a) Those running on our 1st-party VMs: these VMs often have in-kernel instrumentation for detecting compromise. (b) Those running on customer VMs: customers can opt-in and use OBDDs and if they do so, they can deploy and run them inside their VMs. All of the OBDDs we use are built on top of Defender [34] (Windows) and ClamAV [35] (Linux) but also monitor irregular login behavior, system calls, and many other parameters. Although OBDDs are intrusive, the system as a whole meets our privacy requirements: Azure owns all 1st-party VMs, and the only 3rd-party VMs where we use OBDDs are those where the customer has explicitly given permission. Note, customer OBDDs are less common but, interestingly, despite their lower popularity most compromise detections are from these OBDDs (see §9).

We hypothesize many compromised VMs exhibit similar flow-pattern changes to those compromised VMs that were detected by OBDDs; because often attackers run attacks against IPs in the cloud irrespective of the services deployed behind those IPs or who owns them (non-targetted attacks §2). Our evaluations confirm this hypothesis as PrivateEye is tested on internal and customer VMs and workloads that are not in the training set and achieves an AUC of 0.96.

Using supervised-learning to learn flow-pattern changes.

Anomaly detection and clustering approaches seem natural approaches for solving our problem. We have tried anomaly detection [36], cross entropy [37], ECP [38], TSNE [39], and k-means [40], and also AutoEncoders [41] but anomalies were routinely observed in many VM’s lifetimes and it was hard for operators to distinguish between anomalies that were caused by malware and those which were intended VM behavior. Even a tainting + clustering approach i.e., marking points in the clusters with compromised examples as compromised, resulted in higher false positives compared to PrivateEye.

We need to detect specific changes that point to the VM becoming compromised (as opposed to finding all anomalies). We chose supervised learning and specifically random forests as they have low overhead. They are debug-able, explainable, highly accurate, and resilient to overfitting [42]. They construct multiple decision trees over a random subset of features during training. Each decision tree uses a greedy algorithm to (1) iteratively pick features with the most information gain [43], (2) makes a decision using values of each feature, and (3) iterates until it reaches a “leaf”. Leaves either consist of samples with a single label, or have samples where one label is the majority. At run-time, the algorithm traverses the tree for each test case and returns the majority label (from training) at the leaf. Random forests output the mean prediction across trees and the fraction of trees that predicted each label. We use this fraction as a score to measure confidence and to control PrivateEye’s false positives. Operators use it to decide what to do. We set the model’s hyperparameters (e.g., max-depth) using Bayesian optimization [44].

Using informative features. In section §7.1 we will describe PrivateEye’s CA and how it collects the raw data in Table 2. Privacy-sensitive fields, such as the IPs and VNet ID, are anonymized. Here, we describe the raw data itself, the challenges in extracting privacy-preserving features from this raw data, and how we create these features.

PrivateEye uses three sets of features: graph-based, protocol-based, and aggregate features:

1. Graph-based features. We want to detect the changes in a VM’s flow pattern that indicate it is compromised. The IPs the VM connects to are a crucial part of these flow patterns but using them as features is not possible for two reasons:

Privacy – IPs are anonymized and removed once the features are created. We cannot map IPs geographically nor can we classify them according to the AS that owns them.

Data-sparsity – using IPs as features results in a large feature vector (232) and by extension an extremely sparse training set. The curse of dimensionality dictates: to maintain accuracy, as the number of features increase, the number of training samples must also increase [45]. This is especially problematic for training supervised models as compromised

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Timestamp of data collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction</td>
<td>Incoming/Outgoing from VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymized Source IP</td>
<td>Source IP if in first SYN packet*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymized Source VNetId</td>
<td>VNetId of source IP if any*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymized Dest IP</td>
<td>Destination IP in first SYN packet*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymized Dest VNetId</td>
<td>VNetId of destination IP if any*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>Protocol if known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dest Port</td>
<td>Destination port in first SYN packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPS In</td>
<td># of bytes/sec incoming to VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPS Out</td>
<td># of bytes/sec outgoing from VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPS In</td>
<td># of packets/sec incoming to VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPS Out</td>
<td># of packets/sec outgoing to VM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique Flows</td>
<td># of unique 5-tuples collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Flows</td>
<td># of unique 5-tuples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(both collected and missed flows)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Data collected by the CA (nor the features). *These fields are removed entirely after feature creation.
VMs are rare – our datasets are imbalanced and have more non-compromised examples and far fewer compromised examples. Using IP-prefixes is not possible: the smallest usable prefix size (to avoid spanning multiple ASes) is \( \backslash 24 \) but this results in a \( 2^{24} \) feature vector which is, again, too large.

Prior work [20, 28, 46, 47] have acknowledged this problem and attempted to solve it by operating at the granularity of flows instead of VMs – classifying individual flows as malicious to avoid using IPs as features. While finding malicious flows is useful when implementing ACLs or firewalls it is hard to identify compromised VMs without viewing their flow patterns as a whole and, in some cases, comparing the VM’s flow patterns to that of others. Other works in networking (e.g., [42, 48, 49]) have also used ML. But IPs are not relevant to the problems they tackle and are not used as features. But in the context of compromise detection, IPs play an important part. We present a novel feature construction approach which allows us to summarize graph evolutions, including IP-related changes, using temporal and spatial features. We do not need access to the specific IPs for constructing these features (avoiding privacy problems) nor do we need to use \( 2^{32} \) feature-vectors (avoiding data-sparsity problems). Our intuition, based on the observations we presented earlier, is that to detect changes in a VM’s flow pattern, features should describe its change both in time and space and compare it not just to its own past behavior but also to others.

Temporal graph-features: capture how a VM’s flow pattern changes over time compared to itself and other VMs. We will first describe the intuition behind our solution in the context of an example:

Suppose a compromised VM connects to a C&C server with IP a.b.c.d. We can, for all VMs in the DC, build the CDF of bytes sent to IP a.b.c.d over time. If only a few of the other VMs in its DC have been compromised, flows to IP a.b.c.d from the compromised VM would fall in the top portion of this CDF, e.g. the top 10%. The flow to IP a.b.c.d falls into this top 10% interval because such flows were unique to compromised VMs – by mapping the flow to this interval we capture the relevant information for detecting whether the VM is compromised. Other, similar changes are also possible. This is why we use a combination of four such CDFs:

- For each VM, the distribution of each flow according to its “Bps out” over the course of one hour.
- For each VM, the distribution of flow according to their “Bps out” over the course of 10 minutes.
- For each remote IP, the distribution of all flows to that IP address across all VMs in the DC according to their “Bps out” over 10 minutes.
- For each remote IP, the distribution of all flows connecting to that IP address across all VMs in the DC according to their “Bps out” in 1 hour.

We divide each CDF into five buckets: top 1%, top 1-10%, middle, bottom 1-10%, and bottom 1%. Flows are then projected to a lower dimension based on the bucket they fall into on each of these CDFs. The results are then combined with other features for each VM in each 10 minute period.

These CDFs describe a VM’s flows through time as compared to itself and other VMs in the same region. There are other possible CDFs we could use. Finding the optimal selection is the subject of future work.

Spatial graph-features: We classify each flow in one of three categories based on its endpoints: (a) both are in the same VNet (b) both belong to the cloud provider (different VNets) (c) one is an external IP. We aggregate each metric in Table 2 for each group. We can build these groups using the anonymized VNetIds (which we remove after feature construction). Specifically, the same anonymized VNetIds point to VMs in the same VNet, different ones point to VMs in different VNets, and absent Ids point to external IPs.

(2) Protocol Features. A flow’s destination port can help identify the application protocol being used. Often attackers/malware use specific protocols for communication. There are numerous examples we found when deploying PrivateEye where the set of protocols used by the VM changed once it was compromised. We created a list of 32 ports of interest including 22 (SSH), 53 (DNS), 80 (HTTP), 123 (NTP), 443 (TLS), 30303 (mining digital currency), and 3389 (RDP). For each of these ports, we aggregated five of the metrics shown in Table 2 to construct six features: “Direction” (incoming vs. outgoing), “PPS In”, “PPS Out”, “BPS In”, “Unique Flows”.

(3) Aggregate Features. Finally, we also use the total number of bytes sent/received and the total number of incoming/outgoing connections as additional features.

There is no good linear summary of the feature-set. We have constructed \( k = 2116 \) features. We next check whether there is a more compact representation of the data using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [50]. Each principal component (PC) corresponds to an Eigenvalue of the data, and the sum of these Eigenvalues equals its variance. We find we need to keep 75% of the PCs to keep 99% of the variance (Figure 7). Therefore, PCA is not a good candidate for dimensionality reduction in this problem.

Interestingly, if we only focus on compromised VMs, we see 99% of the variance in the dataset can be captured with only 16% of the PCs: the space of compromised VMs (as described by these features) is more compact. But, there is little overall linear dependence across features. This is yet another motivation for using information theoretic and/or ML-based techniques as the number of features is large and it is hard to build human-tuned heuristics using these features.
7 System Implementation

We next discuss each of PrivateEye’s building blocks in more detail and describe how they are implemented in practice.

7.1 The collection agent

A highly performant CA is crucial in achieving our performance and scalability requirements. We have deployed our CA on all hosts across all our DCs. It runs continuously and polls the vSwitch for the data in Table 2 every 10 seconds. The vSwitch records this data for each flow and for each VM within this period: the choice of polling period does not result in data loss but only impacts CPU usage.

The interface to the vSwitch uses read locks\(^2\). Although the vSwitch has higher priority to obtain the lock, the CA limits its query to 5000, randomly selected, flows per 10s and per VM to reduce the impact of contention. If the total flows within the polling period exceed this limit for a VM, the vSwitch reports the total. To reduce the overhead of saving data, the CA aggregates some of the fields in Table 2 over 10-minute epochs. This aggregation is on the fields that store bytes, packets, and flows, and we also aggregate flows based on their destination port. As a result, a 10-minute dataset from a region, with over 300,000 servers, is 109 MB.

To choose the 5,000 limit we looked at the 10s epochs with more flows than any given limit, for one hour, in one DC (Figure 8). Only 4% of samples have more than 5,000 flows. Thus, using this limit results in data-loss for only 4% of the samples. Our data shows on average VMs have 1843.9 ± 9.5 flows in each epoch. The distribution has a long tail; when the number of flows exceeds 5,000 the number of flows is 18890.6 ± 104.0. We accept this loss and show in §8 that we can detect compromised VMs despite this limit. The vSwitch team confirmed the vSwitch continued to process packets at line-rate when using this limit.

We designed the CA from scratch despite systems such as NetFlow [51] and IPFix [52], which are already deployed in our DCs. These systems are used for traffic engineering, DDoS protection, and other tasks. They run on our core routers and sample 1 out of 4096 packets traversing the network core. Because of this sampling, they are biased towards monitoring “chatty” VMs and “elephant” flows. Also, they do not capture flows that do not traverse the network core. Therefore, IPFix/NetFlow are not adequate for PrivateEye which requires more complete knowledge of per-VM flow patterns. Work such as [53] show the shortcomings of such monitoring systems even when used in heavy-hitter detection systems. Other in-network monitoring systems such as [4, 54] are also inadequate as they require a specific type of sampling unsuitable for PrivateEye [4] or require hardware upgrades currently not possible [54]. PrivateEye limits the number of records it extracts in each 10s. This limit also results in occasional data-loss but does not suffer from the same problems. The limit is applied to each VM separately and doesn’t bias the dataset towards chatty VMs. We capture data from the host’s vSwitch which has all records for the VM’s flows irrespective of where they are routed. The CA is a software component on the host and requires no hardware changes. IPFix captures fewer flows per VM than our CA and also misses capturing traffic from a large number of VMs (Figure 9).

The CA has low overhead – typical usage of only 0.1% of the host CPU and a maximum of 15 MB of RAM.

Finally, we note the CA can also be implemented using programmable switches. We use vSwitches as they are more widely deployed in our networks (and those of others).

7.2 The Analysis Agent

The AA has two roles: (1) train a classifier using past detections of OBDs (offline), (2) to run the classifier and predict which VMs are compromised (online). It is alerted when there is a new detection from any of the OBDs on any of the VMs and tags the data from those VMs with a “compromised” label. This data is then added to the training set. This training set is persisted in a distributed data store. The AA is periodically retrained using this data to keep up with any changes in the set of malware or the OBDs themselves.

Data collected by the CA for all other VMs (those without OBDs) is sent through a stream processing pipeline where we create the features. These features are then passed through the RF model which determines whether the VM is compromised. We are in the process of deploying the AA in our DCs. We describe this deployment in more detail in §9.

8 Evaluation

We evaluate PrivateEye using data from Microsoft’s cloud. We have shown parts of the evaluation – which helped justify our design choices – in earlier sections (e.g., §7.1). In this section, our goal is to answer questions about PrivateEye’s accuracy (§8.2), the features that help it achieve this accuracy (§8.2), the causes behind its mis-classifications (§8.2), and its performance overhead (§8.3). We also looked into how it can

\( ^2 \)The table is also used by other systems that need a consistent view.
8.1 Methodology

Data. Each point, $(x_i, y_i)$, in our data corresponds to a VM in a 10 minute period, where $x_i$ is the $2116 \times 1$ feature vector described in §6 and $y_i$ is a label: compromised or legitimate.

Labeling. We use OBDs from over 1,000,000 internal and customer VMs to create labeled data for evaluation. These VMs run diverse workloads and use both Windows and Linux OSes. A direct implication of this labeling is that PrivateEye’s accuracy can only be as high as OBDs. OBDs can have false positives (negatives), but because operators use them to protect their own 1st-party VMs, we assume these are negligible. OBDs with higher accuracy only improve PrivateEye.

We train and test PrivateEye on all detections from these OBDs – we do not restrict PrivateEye to detecting a particular type of compromise: its goal is to detect any compromise OBDs can detect. Most OBD detections were from (different) customer VMs (0.87 of the total compromises) – see §9 for further discussion on this. For most OBD detections we also saw external, network-level, signs of malicious behavior. When available, we also report on results from the operator’s manual investigations to confirm their detections.

Train-test split. We need to split the data into a train and test set. It is important to do so correctly: if there is information leakage between the train and test set we may artificially boost accuracy. For example, we cannot split the data by time because some VMs will have lifetimes spanning both the train and test set. In training, the model may learn the behavior of the VM itself as opposed to whether it is compromised, and when used in practice, it would have much lower accuracy than what we see in testing. The test set should be representative of how the system is used in practice – it is tested on VMs it has never seen before (VMs that are not in the training set). These constraints imply the VMs in the training set cannot be in the test set. We take an even more conservative approach: We split the data by VNet. This ensures each VM, and those in its VNet that have similar workloads (§2), only appear in either the training or the test set but not in both.

Addressing class-imbalance. RFs need a similar number of training samples for each label to achieve high accuracy. Unfortunately, our data suffers from class-imbalance: a small fraction of our data is labeled compromised (only 0.1%). This can lead to an RF that classifies everything as legitimate while achieving (artificial) high accuracy. We use a standard technique to solve this issue: down-sampling [55]. Down-sampling randomly chooses a subset of the more popular label for training. But too much down-sampling can reduce the volume of data available for training which can also hurt accuracy. We use Bayesian Optimization to find the right trade-off. To improve accuracy, we use the ‘balanced’ option in SKLearn’s RF function which weights the samples for each label to make up for the lower number of samples.

Performance metrics. PrivateEye’s output for each sample $x_i$ at time $t_i$ is a score and a decision on whether the VM was compromised in the 10 minute epoch prior to $t_i$. The score measures the level of suspicion towards that VM. Operators can use it to decide whether to investigate the VM further.

We use an ROC to measure accuracy – we vary the threshold applied to the scores to decide whether the VM is compromised: ROC shows the true positive rate (TPR) vs the false positive rate (FPR). The area under the ROC (AUC) summarizes the significance of the ROC: an AUC of 1 indicates a perfect test, and an AUC of 0.5 indicates a random test [56].

8.2 Classifier Evaluation

Our goal in this section is to answer questions such as:

• What is PrivateEye’s accuracy?
• What causes PrivateEye’s false positives/negatives?
• How does PrivateEye’s RF compare to other models?
• Are the features we created effective?
• How does PrivateEye’s sampling limit affect accuracy?

We next describe the answer to these questions in detail.

Accuracy: PrivateEye has a high AUC (0.96). We use 20-fold cross validation and show the mean of the 20 outputs and the 95th percentile confidence interval (Figure 10-a). PrivateEye can detect 95.77% of compromised samples with 1% FPR. The scores are correlated with the labels (Figure 10-b): the gap between the distribution of scores for compromised and legitimate VMs confirms the accuracy of the model.

PrivateEye’s long-term accuracy is also high. PrivateEye checks each VM every 10 minutes to see if any are compromised. But what if operators want to do so less-often e.g., before the VM is shut-down (once over the VM’s life-time)? They can aggregate the scores across consecutive samples to do so. Many aggregators are possible: we use the sum of all scores over the lifetime of the VM (other aggregators achieved similar results). The ROC is produced using this new score (Figure 11). PrivateEye’s accuracy remains high (90.75% TPR for 1% FPR) albeit slightly lower than before – possibly due to the longer lifespan of legitimate VMs: compromised VMs are typically shut-down more quickly resulting in a lower aggregated score. This result also confirms the ROC in
Figure 10-a is not dominated by samples from a single VM.

We further experimented with different choices of \( n \), where \( n \) is the number of 10-minute intervals that need to pass before we make a prediction. The ROC curves were bounded by those of Figure 10-a and b but do not show an explicit trend. **PrivateEye’s FNs were mostly OBD false positives.** PrivateEye’s FNR (average) is 5%. This implies (on average) 5% of samples were reported incorrectly as legitimate. But most (70%) of these samples were actually false positives (FPs) of the OBDs (remember OBDs tend to be conservative as they protect internal VMs) – operators investigating the alerts identified them as FPs e.g., in one case the investigation report mentioned: “This was a FP detection as the vulnerability scanner contains data to scan for CVE-2006-3439”.

Our investigations of PrivateEye’s FNs revealed other interesting information. For example, we grouped FN samples based on which VM they describe and found 86% were cases where all samples for the VM were labeled legitimate. These VMs are part of the training set for other folds during cross validation: it appears PrivateEye is resilient to errors in the labels it uses for training (given the 95% TPR). We need to investigate this point further to confirm this hypothesis.

Some VMs had a mix of compromised and legitimate detections (14% of FN samples). These VMs were involved in port-sweeping attacks but we found no correlation with the number of active flows or the volume of traffic. OBDs assign a “severity” to their detections to report their confidence in the detection. All of PrivateEye’s FNs were low severity. **PrivateEye’s FPs have similar flow-patterns to compromised VMs.** We manually inspect the flow patterns of VMs PrivateEye mistakenly reported as compromised. Most such VMs had a small number of flows to non-reserved ports. In a few cases, the VM had only a small number of flows on the DNS port (53) to another VM in its VNet (VMs in the same VNet belong to the same customer). In another instance, the VM had no outgoing flows, but multiple VMs from the DC were attempting RDP connections to it. None of the VMs in these VMs’ VNets had similar flow patterns. These behaviors are similar to compromised VMs which explains why these VMs were mistakenly flagged by PrivateEye.

**PrivateEye detected attacks OBDs missed.** We observed two separate instances where SQL servers were conducting port-sweeping attacks on another VM. In both cases the attack lasted for one 10 minute epoch but PrivateEye detected it. OBDs did not. These VMs were only active for a short duration (less than a few hours). The short period of the attack and the short life-span of the VM may explain why the

---

**Figure 13:** Performance of other ML algorithms.

OBDs did not detect these attacks.

**Consecutive detections can help reduce FPs.** We ran samples for legitimate VMs in the test set through PrivateEye and grouped the results by VM. For over 60% of these VMs PrivateEye had only a single FP (Figure 12-a): we could use consecutive detections as a potential means of reducing FPs. For example, we can change the detection granularity to every 20 minutes instead of 10 where we require two consecutive detections to declare a VM compromised. This approach can result in reduced true positives – as seen earlier in the more extreme example where we make one decision in the entire lifetime of the VM. Further understanding of PrivateEye’s FPs requires manual inspection from within the VM but, sadly, we are unable to report on the results of such analysis.

**Random forests (RFs) are a good first choice [14, 48, 57].** We compared RFs with many other ML algorithms and show RoCs for a subset (Figure 13). RFs outperformed all other models we tried. The closest algorithm to the RF were neural networks\(^3\) (NN) which have an 81% TPR for a 1% FPR.

**All features contribute to the detection.** We have seen there is no compact, linear, representation of the features that would capture all the information in the data §6. We dig deeper to see which class of features are most helpful. To do so: (1) we use each class individually (Figure 14-a), and (2) we remove each class altogether (Figure 14-b). Removing graph features individually (spatial, temporal) has little impact on TPR (0.2%) but removing both can drastically reduce it (18%). Most classes (except spatial features) can find compromised VMs with a TPR \( \geq 70\% \) and an FPR \( \leq 5\% \). We conclude all features significantly contribute to detection (though they are not equally important). To validate these observations, we experimented with various feature selection techniques (Figure 15). We refer the reader to [58] for the description of these techniques due to space restrictions.

Aggregate features have good predictive power: a TPR of 77.7% for 5% FPR when used as the only features and resulting in 7% drop in TPR when removed: were most compromised VMs engaging in volumetric attacks? We found this not to be the case – the maximum traffic sent by compromised VMs across all samples was 2.6 MBps (median 0.0 Bps) vs. 10.3 GBps (median 189.62 Bps) for legitimate VMs.

**Comparison to other VMs helps detection.** Graph features compare the VM to others by mapping flows onto intervals on various CDFs (see §7.2). What happens if we use CDFs that

---

\(^3\)We used a single hidden layer with 1000 neurons. Experiments with additional hidden layers in the NN and different numbers of hidden dimensions produced similar results.
We cannot do a complete sensitivity analysis with multiple FPR. We conclude PrivateEye needs to capture as many of our training samples (Figure 8). The results show a 30% accuracy in identifying the type of compromise (§7.1). Besides, not all detections have this additional information. Our experience shows its memory usage. Its CPU usage remained below 0.1% throughout this experiment. The CA is deployed across all DCs across the globe and recorded the CA’s CPU and disk usage both in the morning and afternoon. Figure 18 shows its memory usage. The CA does not impact ongoing traffic.

The choice of sampling limit is important. The CA rate-limits the number of flow entries it queries from the vSwitch to 5,000 every 10 seconds. This rate-limit allows us to capture over 97% of each VM’s flows (§7.1). We next measure the impact of this rate-limit on the TPR by lowering it. We cannot simulate this behavior accurately by “down-sampling” our data as we have aggregated the flows to remove the source port and IP addresses. Instead, we change the rate-limit threshold across all US regions for two months and collect a new dataset. We cannot do a complete sensitivity analysis with multiple rate-limits as this would be costly – we need to capture at least a month’s worth of data for training. Therefore, we limit our experiment to just one threshold: 900 flows per 10 second interval. Such a rate limit will result in data loss for over 30% of our training samples (Figure 8). The results show a significant decrease in accuracy (Figure 17-a): 80% TPR for 40% FPR. We conclude PrivateEye needs to capture as many flows as possible to maintain high accuracy.

More training data helps compensate for lower rate-limits (Figure 17-b). We start with 92% TPR for 59.6% FPR, and by just adding 8 more days worth of data to the training set it can reach the same TPR for 23.23% FPR.

PrivateEye is unable to detect the type of compromise. PrivateEye cannot specify the type of malware installed on the VM. Our dataset contains additional information about a fraction of the compromised VMs e.g., compromised through SSH or RDP brute-force, malware found, port-scanner, port-sweeper, SQL-injection, RDP/SSH brute-forcer, spammer, or others. However, PrivateEye has low accuracy when identifying the type of compromise (70% TPR for 1% FPR) – it is known that multi-class classifiers tend to have lower accuracy [42]. Besides, not all detections have this additional information.

**Figure 14:** (a) Contribution of each feature class to the overall accuracy. (b) ROC without each feature class.

**Figure 15:** ROC for different feature selection methods.

**Figure 16:** ROC: Impact of the choice of CDFs.

### 8.3 Performance overhead

One motivation for designing PrivateEye was the need to scale intrusion detection systems to the entire DC. Here we evaluate whether PrivateEye meets this scalability requirement:
- What is the memory and CPU usage of the CA?
- What is the impact of the CA on ongoing traffic?
- What is the expected load on the AA?
- What is the overhead of training the AA?

The CA has low CPU and memory overhead. The CA is deployed across all production hosts of a large cloud provider for over 2 years and includes data for over 15,000,000 VMs and 300,000 VNets in the US alone. We chose 100 hosts randomly from DCs across the globe and recorded the CA’s CPU and disk usage both in the morning and afternoon. Figure 18 shows its memory usage. Its CPU usage remained below 0.1% across all hosts at all times.

The CA does not impact ongoing traffic. Our experience with the CA is that it causes no impact on ongoing traffic. This is in part because the CA has lower priority when obtaining the lock on the vSwitch table. We instrumented the CA on one host to record the time spent, from user space, in each query to the vSwitch. The time captures the time spent in contention on the vSwitch table’s read-lock and the time it takes to read x entries (where x is the CA rate-limit). There are 8 VMs on the host. We run a SYN flood attack against one of them to simulate different levels of load. We show the time for attacked and non-attacked VMs (Table 3). The results show both the rate-limit and the load (volume of traffic) on a given VM affect the time spent querying the vSwitch for data about that VM but not for data about other VMs. The CPU usage of the CA remained below 0.1% throughout this experiment.

The load on the AA is acceptable. PrivateEye’s AA is trained offline using data from the 5% of VMs monitored by the OBDs. The trained model is distributed across each DC region to serve detections every 10 minutes. To quantify the load the AA will have to handle, we looked at the number of flow records per second the CA captured in three regions.
both in the morning and afternoon (Figure 19). The highest rate is around 900,000 flows per second. We expect this volume of data can be easily processed in 10 minute periods. **Training overhead is low.** We use Bayesian Optimization to configure our RFs which resulted in an ensemble of 158 trees with a maximum depth of 4. The average training time for such an RF is 5 minutes and 56s ± 3.76s with our two month training set and using 172.87 GB of RAM (peak). The high memory usage is because of the SKLearn implementation which holds the entire dataset in memory.

9 **Discussion**

This section presents a discussion of the challenges and limitations of a detection system like PrivateEye.

**PrivateEye’s accuracy.** PrivateEye is only as accurate as the OBDs it uses. Thus, our evaluation focuses on comparing PrivateEye to OBDs. OBDs tend to be highly accurate as they are the only systems protecting 1st-party VMs. But, it is challenging to guarantee a VM is legitimate. In reality, a legitimate VM is one that passes all detectors deployed in the DC. Should some of these VMs, in fact, be compromised it may cause PrivateEye to have mispredictions (§8). Similarly, we do not know precisely when a VM was compromised but only when it was detected and some of our compromised data may be from when the VM was not yet compromised. Our results in §8 show PrivateEye to be resilient to mislabels.

**Generalizing PrivateEye to the entire DC.** In our evaluations we partitioned the set of labeled VNets to create a train/test set to emulate how PrivateEye will be used in practice. The VMs we tested PrivateEye on were those which were absent from the training set. These VMs run both Windows and Linux and span a variety of workloads including those of customers who have subscribed to OBDs. We are reasonably confident PrivateEye can detect most compromised VMs. We would have liked to show a small-scale evaluation of PrivateEye where we manually investigated VMs that are not protected by OBDs. However, we were not able to obtain permission to do so.

**Need for retraining.** We can retrain PrivateEye to adapt to changes in malware behavior. Retraining may not be enough to allow PrivateEye to detect all such changes, but the change in malware should increase the time to compromise of VMs due to the attackers needing to avoid conspicuous network flows.

**The use of ML.** Our work on PrivateEye is the first privacy preserving compromise detection system that can run at scale. Other, for example graph theoretic approaches, could be used as well. It is unclear how such algorithms can adapt to changes in malware behavior. This is clearer for ML models where the re-training of the model can update the system. Graph-based NNs are also applicable [59, 60]. It may be possible to improve the accuracy of PrivateEye even further by using these models. This is a subject of future work.

**Deploying the AA.** We are currently in the process of deploying the AA using Resource Central [61]. Resource Central allows us to store our model in Azure and serves predictions using that model at run-time. It is highly scalable, and we have already used it to deploy several other ML models in production. However, there are still other questions that we still need to answer, for example, who should build the CDFs and what CDFs are best?

**Attacks against PrivateEye.** PrivateEye itself may be targeted by attackers to reduce the operator’s detection capabilities. Adversarial learning [62] is a sub-field of machine learning that studies such attacks. A study of how to guard against such attacks is beyond the scope of this work.

**Higher number of 3rd-party compromises.** 87% of our compromised data were 3rd-party VMs, however, the majority of monitored VMs in our data are 1st-party VMs. The higher number of 3rd-party compromises is likely due to the tighter protections on 1st-party VMs. We looked at how this could influence our results and conducted preliminary experiments where we eliminated all 1st-party VMs from the data. On average we achieved 86.71% TPR for 3% FPR (83% FPR for 2.5% TPR). We expect accuracy to improve by increasing the number of samples (the dataset has far fewer datapoints than the original) and by re-tuning the model.

**Prior work.** We have extensively evaluated the performance of PrivateEye and have also compared it to systems currently deployed across the provider’s production DCs. Most prior work are not comparable to PrivateEye as they require packet captures (or introspection) we cannot collect because we need customer permission. PrivateEye is not a replacement for

Table 3: Profiling the impact on vSwitch read-lock. The times are mean across all samples collected over a 1 minute interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rate-limit</th>
<th>SYN flood flows per second</th>
<th>Query time (µs) for non attacked VMs</th>
<th>Query time (µs) for attacked VM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>585.3 ± 34.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2707.27 ± 105.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5097.56 ± 261.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>789.9 ± 110.4</td>
<td>75276.6 ± 6387.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>2933.3 ± 251.7</td>
<td>71961.0 ± 15697.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>5690.1 ± 430.2</td>
<td>75115.5 ± 18360.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>564.6 ± 29.2</td>
<td>70760.4 ± 4611.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>2713.4 ± 272.4</td>
<td>75180.8 ± 1639.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>5699.0 ± 289.4</td>
<td>46922.6 ± 9214.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19: Flows/s captured by the CA. (a) Morning (9 AM-11AM UDT) (b) Afternoon (7PM - 9 PM UDT).
these systems but is designed for DC operators (as opposed to customers). Customers can continue using alternative solutions to protect their VMs. In §7.1 we compared the CA to NetFlow and showed it captures more information. The aggregations and anonymizations applied by the CA prohibit direct comparisons of our AA to NetFlow-based approaches.

**Ethical considerations.** We anonymized all privacy sensitive information during data collection and removed them after feature construction. We conducted all experiments using data from a large cloud provider. The data was either collected from 1st-party VMs under the operator’s control or from 3rd-party VMs where the operator had customer permission to monitor the VM. We had explicitly asked permission for deploying the honeypots described in §2 and monitored them closely to ensure they did not cause harm to other VMs. These VMs were not co-located with other VMs.

### 10 Related Work

We discussed a number of prior works in §1, §7.1, and §7.2. Most do not provide the scalability and privacy characteristics we need [14–20].

Two lines of previous work relate to PrivateEye. One shows the multitude of today’s security problems and challenges providers face [6, 63–65]. The other identify malware, compromises, and other types of bad behavior [66–75]. These works can further be divided into two categories: **Network traffic-based Compromise Detection.** PrivateEye does not focus on a specific type of attack – it detects any compromise the OBDs can detect. Many prior works identify specific types of bad behavior [5, 5, 9, 12, 19, 21, 22, 47, 57, 76–98]. Some focus on anomaly detection [(99) is a survey of such approaches]. Nemean [100] builds intrusion signatures from honeypot packet traces. SNARE finds spammers using packet headers [21]. The work in [18] uses event ordering to identify malware families. VMWall constructs application-aware firewalls aimed at stopping attacks [11]. [90] uses domain knowledge about worms to construct informative features, thus avoiding using IPs (our features capture most of the same information). These works focus on a specific attack that prevents them from comprehensive protection of VMs. Works such as [14–16] rely on packet captures or DPI [101] to identify malicious flows. Packet captures and DPI at DC-scale across all hosts are not possible due to the prohibitive performance overhead. The work of [102] relies on malware propagation to detect the source of attack through analyzing network traffic at key vantage points. However, it does not target identifying the infected nodes. The work of [83] encodes IP addresses through per-source entropies to detect worm attacks; such an approach removes most of the informative properties of individual destination IPs. Such an approach is typically useful when detecting worms and volumetric attacks. The work of [103, 104] discuss other limitations of this approach. Perhaps the closest work to ours is [105] which uses IPFix data from core routers to detect machines that are compromised through SSH brute force attacks.

Aside from targeting a specific form of compromise, [105] is based on a fixed set of rules derived through observing a limited set of malware. It is difficult for the approach to adapt to changes in malware behavior. Finally, [47] uses external IP reputation sources to reduce its false positives. This violates our privacy requirements. In addition, we have observed the intersection of malicious IPs reported by commercial IP reputation services and IPs attacking our VMs to be relatively small (< 10%).

Many such works [9, 19, 21, 22, 57] are trained using labels from commercial anti-virus software. Our approach enables us to build a detector that is customized to the cloud because our OBDs detect malicious behavior that occurs in real cloud VMs that are running real workloads. Using OBDs deployed on production VMs running real workloads for labeling allows PrivateEye to avoid problems faced by works such as [106–108] which run malware in emulation mode or in a sandbox to obtain signatures for detection. Many malware can detect when in emulation mode and therefore change their behavior in such situations [18].

**Binary-based Compromise Detection.** One approach collects malware binaries from honeypots, constructs features from them and then uses Support Vector Machines [7]. Another, clusters binaries found on compromised machines based on their structure, runtime behavior, and the context of the host [8]. Netbait [9] crowed-sources probes gathered from (distributed) infected machines to detect worms. Another approach analyzes memory dumps to construct signatures of the in-memory behavior of malware [10]. Unlike these approaches, PrivateEye performs its classification using networking data alone. Today’s privacy requirements, performance constraints, and the new mandates from GDPR make the use of binary and memory inspection techniques in DCs difficult.

Other works also exist [90, 109–113]. Many of these inspired PrivateEye, however, in contrast to these works, PrivateEye’s design is aimed at running at scale, having strong privacy requirements, and compliance with GDPR mandates.

### 11 Conclusion

PrivateEye is a privacy preserving compromise detection system that runs at DC-scale without requiring customer permission. It achieves a true positive rate of 95.77% for a 1% false positive rate.
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A Using PrivateEye

PrivateEye is designed as a preliminary detector and its detections should be followed up with more expensive techniques (e.g., [15]). These techniques are computationally expensive and require customer permission. PrivateEye’s role is to reduce the number of VMs that need to be investigated and to protect all VMs at all times with low overhead.

Sometimes, obtaining customer permissions takes too long e.g., if a new vulnerability is discovered that could be exploited by compromised machines (e.g., Heartbleed [114]) the provider may not have time to obtain permission. The operator may choose to move suspect VMs to a sandbox until the appropriate patch is applied to all VMs and devices. If obtaining customer permission in time is not possible, PrivateEye can be used to decide whether a VM should be moved or not. But what are the implications of using PrivateEye as the only compromise detection system in the DC?

Figure 20: (a) Fraction of the sandbox occupied by compromised VMs. (b) Sandbox size needed to isolate x% of compromised VMs.

For a sandbox size $k$ the operator needs to decide which VMs to put in the sandbox. Using PrivateEye’s scores, one choice is to move the top $k$ most suspicious VMs. Figure 20-a illustrates what fraction of the sandbox would be occupied by compromised VMs for different values of $k$. As the sandbox size increases the utility of the sandbox diminishes—an increasing number of legitimate VMs end up in the sandbox. The choice of $k$ is a tradeoff between the number of VMs that need to be migrated and the number of compromised VMs captured. Figure 20-b examines this tradeoff in our dataset. The operator needs to consider the combination of these graphs when choosing an appropriate $k$. The larger the sandbox, the more effective it is in reducing the number of compromised VMs outside the sandbox. However, larger $k$ means that it is more likely to place legitimate VMs in the sandbox impacting their performance. To avoid penalizing legitimate VMs, the operator can choose not to migrate a VM if its score is below a threshold. Finding the optimal threshold depends on the operator’s needs.

---

4A sandbox could be a host that only runs suspect VMs (limit damage of side-channels) or where more stringent ACLs are imposed.